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FIELD IDENTIFICATION OF FEMALE ALLEN'S 
AND RUFOUS HUMMINGBIRDS 

STEVE N. G. HOWELL, Point Reyes Bird Observatory, 4990 Shoreline Highway, 
Stinson Beach, California 94970 

Probably no other pair of North American bird species poses greater field 
identification problems than the Rufous (Selasphorus rufus) and Allen's (S. sasin) 
hummingbirds. Observations of anything other than rufous-backed adult males (at 
least outside of known breeding ranges and breeding seasons) are usually lumped as 
"Rufous/Allen's," since even a small percentage of adult male Rufous are fully green 
backed, matching the pattern of adult male Allen's (McKenzie and Robbins 1999). 
Females and immatures are generally considered unidentifiable to species in the field 
although, with excellent views and comparative experience, some immature males 
may be distinguishable by details of rectrix width and shape (Stiles 1972, Pyle 1997). 
While researching identification criteria for a photographic guide to North American 
hummingbirds, I found two features helpful in the separation of adult female Allen's 
and Rufous hummingbirds. 

The most striking feature pertains to the race seden tarius of Allen's Hummingbird, 
which is endemic to southern California. This taxon is distinguished from nominate 
sasin by measurements, especially bill length, which averages longer in seden tarius, 
but no consistent plumage differences have been reported (Grinnell 1929, Stiles 
1972, Mitchell 2000). Examination of adult female museum specimens revealed that 
sedentarius (n = 24; upper photo) has relatively dull and poorly contrasting cinna- 
mon-rufous sides and flanks with moderate to extensive mottling of iridescent green 
spots. By contrast, nominate sasin (n = 60; lower photo) has brighter cinnamon- 
rufous sides and flanks that contrast more sharply with a white forecollar and white 
median stripe on the underparts. Only about 30% of nominate sasin (n = 60), as well 
as 30% of adult female Rufous Hummingbirds (n = 50), have one to a few iridescent 
green spots on the chest sides, rarely if ever approaching the extent of spotting on 
seden tarius; most have solidly cinnamon-rufous sides and flanks that lack iridescent 
green spotting, a pattern not shown by seden tarius. 

$eden tarius is resident on most of the California Channel Islands, whence it spread 
in the 1960s and 1970s to the adjacent mainland coast (Wells and Baptista 1979). In 
recent years, its range has expanded inland through much of the coastal slope of Los 
Angeles County and parts of Orange County (Hamilton and Willick 1996, Gallagher 
1997), and resident populations of presumed sedentarius also occur along the coast 
nearly to the edge of the breeding range of nominate sasin in Ventura County (K. L. 
Garrett pers. comm., D. E. Mitchell, pers. comm.). There is also some post-breeding 
movement of seden tarius upslope into nearby mountains (Stiles 1972), and the taxon 
has occurred casually south to San Diego County (Unitt 1984). Identification criteria 
proposed here may help document the nesting ranges of these two subspecies, and 
also the detection of wintering $elasphorus hummingbirds other than seden tarius in 
southern California. ! encourage observers and banders in a position to examine 
known sedentarius (e.g., on the Channel Islands) to test the usefulness of flank color 
and pattern and to examine whether this feature is helpful for immatures (of which ! 
did not see adequate samples); immatures of nominate sasin do not show extensive 
green mottling on their sides and resemble adult females in flank color. 

A second feature worthy of critical examination in the separation of adult female 
Allen's and Rufous hummingbirds is uppertail-covert pattern and color. About 30% of 
specimens of both seden tarius and nominate sasin show relatively extensive rufous 
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edgings on their uppertail coverts (forming a distinctive rufous "rump patch"), in 
contrast to narrow or virtually absent rufous edgings on adult female Rufous (n -- 50). 
Thus, on adult females, extensive rufous on the uppertail coverts suggests Allen's 
Hummingbird, a difference illustrated, although not mentioned specifically, by Sibley 
(2000). A smaller sample suggests the same trend in immature females, but because 
10% of immature female Rufous (n =- 20 specimens) have fairly distinct rufous fringes 
on their uppertail coverts, the presence of a rufous "rump patch" is not diagnostic of 
immature female Allen's. Also note that immature males of both Allen's and Rufous 

hummingbirds typically have extensively rufous uppertail coverts, so correctly deter- 
mining the age and sex of any bird is a prerequisite to specific identification (see Pyle 
1997). 

I thank personnel at the California Academy of Sciences (the late Luis Baptista, 
Douglas J. Long), the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, University of California, 
Berkeley (Carla Cicero, Ned Johnson), the American Museum of Natural History, 
New York (R. Terry Chesser, Jacqueline Weicker), the National Museum of Natural 
History (Smithsonian Institution), Washington D. C. (James Dean, Gary R. Graves), 
and the Western Foundation of Vertebrate Zoology (Jon Fisher) for access to 
specimens in their care. Kimball L. Garrett (Natural History Museum of Los Angeles 
County) and Peter Pyle helped with specimen examination. I am indebted to Larry 
Sansone for use of his photo of a female sedentarius, taken in Los Angeles County, 
California, March 1992, and to Ian C. Tait for his photo of a female sasin taken in 
Marin County, California, June 1971. Garrett and Don E. Mitchell contributed 
information on the range of sedentarius, and the manuscript benefited from review 
by Robert A. Hamilton, Mitchell, and Pyle. This is contribution number 945 of the 
Point Reyes Bird Observatory. 
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WESTERN FIELD ORNITHOLOGISTS 
26TH ANNUAL MEETING 

27-30 September 2001 ß Reno, Nevada 

Registration over the Internet will be available on the WFO website, 
www.wfo-cbrc.org, by 1 June 2001. For conference information, contact 
Lucie Clark at luclark@sierra.net; 335 Ski Way #300, Incline Village, NV 
89451; 775-831-2909) 

Call for Papers and Poster Presentations 
Guidelines: 

1. Oral and poster presentations should reflect original research, or summa- 
rize existing unpublished information, and be presented in a manner that will 
be of interest to serious amateur field ornithologists. Talks and posters 
relating to the following general themes are especially solicited for the 
current meeting, but other topics are also welcome. 

ß Systematics, biogeography, and geographic variation of birds of the 
Pacific Coast region, the North American interior, and the interface 
between the two 

ß New information on field identification problems relevant to the birds 
of western North America and the eastern Pacific Ocean 

ß Techniques for field study of birds, including censusing, monitoring, 
and other studies; results of studies resulting from the application of 
such techniques 

ß Ecology, population biology, and conservation of birds in the state of 
Nevada or any of the bioregions or habitats it represents (Great Basin, 
Mojave Desert, Sierra Nevada, Columbia Plateau) 

2. We expect to allot 20 minutes per oral presentation, which should 
include 5 minutes for questions and discussion; longer time slots (30 
minutes) are negotiable. 

3. Posters should fit within a width of 6 feet. 

4. An abstract of your presentation or poster should be submitted electroni- 
cally to Ted Floyd (tedfloyd57@hotmail.com) or as hard copy (Ted Floyd, 
Great Basin Bird Observatory, 1 East First Street, Suite 500, Reno, NV 
89501), no later than 30 June 2001. All abstracts should be submitted in 
the following format: 

ß Your Last Name, Your First Name. Your affiliation (if any), complete 
mailing address, e-mail address (optional). Title of Your Talk. Brief (300 
word maximum) summary of the goals, results, and conclusions of your 
study. 

We look forward to seeing you in Reno! 
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Silent Auction: 

Top-of-the-Line Kowa Spotting Scope 
WFO is conducting a silent auction of a Kowa TSN-824 spotting scope (straight, 82 

mm, fluorite lens) with a TSE-27, 20-60x zoom eyepiece. All proceeds from the 
auction will go to the publication fund for Western Birds. The suggested retail price 
of the scope and eyepiece is $1395; some discount retailers sell them for as low as 
$1200. Bidding for the scope and eyepiece will start at $1100. The successful bidder 
will be announced at the Saturday night dinner at WFO's meeting in Reno (29 
September 2001). Bidders will have until the day before the dinner to submit bids; 
sealed bids will be accepted at the meeting. Mail-in bids should be postmarked no later 
than 15 September 2001 and sent to: 

Lucie Clark, Recording Secretary 
Western Field Ornithologists 
335 Ski Way #300 
Incline Village, NV 89431 

Good luck! 

Mike San Miguel 
President, Western Field Ornithologists 
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